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Chapter 52 

Luca immediately covered his eyes, trying to make himself transparent! 

 

He did not see anything. 

 

However, even though he covered his eyes, his ears still worked! Serena's voice spread clearly in his 

ears. "Mr. Cristian...can't you wait one more minute? We'll get to the room very soon. Do you have to 

kiss me in the elevator?" 

 

This kiss did not last long, because Serena could not regulate her breathing and receive Cristian's deep 

kiss. Her body was inert in his arms and she lost her strength. 

 

It was not the first time she could not breathe, so Cristian quickly asked her in a rough voice, "What did 

you do to Leonardo that he cares so much about you?" 

 

Did Leonardo even want to hug her? 

 

Did he ask her permission? 

 

Serena's eyes were confused, and she blinked, asking the man, "Who is Leonardo?" 

 

Cristian arched his eyebrows and narrowed his eyes, "You don't know?" 

 

"No!" Serena nodded continuously. 

 

Cristian was silent for a moment, then suddenly asked, "Then who am I?" 

 

Luca was speechless. 

 



Serena looked at the person in front of her and held Cristian's cheek in her hand. She stared at him for a 

long time and suddenly smiled and asked, "Who are you?" 

 

Cristian's face turned black. Did she not know who he was all this time? Thinking about this, the pressure 

on Cristian's whole body dropped further as he looked at her dangerously, "I'll give you one more 

minute to think about who I am!" 

 

"Cristian!" 

 

As soon as Cristian's voice ended, Serena's suddenly resounded. Her voice was clear, accompanying the 

sound of the elevator opening. Luca stood there still, wondering whether to push them to get out of the 

elevator. 

 

"You still haven't answered my question. Why are you minding my business?" Remembering that the 

person in front was Cristian, Serena returned to the previous question. 

 

Cristian felt only a headache. This woman was really persistent. 

 

"Let's go to the room." Cristian ordered coldly. 

 

Luca nodded. 

 

After leading them to the room, Luca wiped off his sweat, "Sir, I...can I leave?" 

 

"Wait, call two maids." 

 

"Okay." 

 

Soon two maids arrived and Luca went out to wait for news. 

 



It had taken a while to detach Serena from Cristian and then put her on the bed. Serena was not at all 

obedient and would not stop causing trouble. When they finally settled the woman down, everyone had 

a thin layer of sweat on their foreheads. 

 

"All right, get out." 

 

After they left, Cristian moved his wheelchair next to Serena's bed, observing the woman calmly and 

quietly. 

 

"Give me...another glass!" 

 

Suddenly Serena muttered and turned away. 

 

Cristian's gaze grew cold. 

 

Luca waited outside the door. He dared neither enter before Cristian called him, nor look around after 

he entered. 

 

"Sir, they brought these things back. They must be from her." 

 

Cristian picked them up, and found that they were all Serena's things, "Put things back and throw this 

bag away." 

 

"Yes." 

 

"Bring me a basin of water." 

 

Luca returned a short time later with a basin of water and placed it directly on Serena's bedside table. 

 

Cristian: "...You know just what I want to do." 



 

Luca chuckled, "After being your assiatant so long, if I can't figure that out either. Won't I be too 

stupid?" 

 

Hearing this, Cristian looked up and arched his eyebrows, "Really? Why don't you think I wanted to 

splash this basin of water on her face to sober her up?" 

 

Luca trembled, "For real?" 

 

"Just drain the towel and give it to me." 

 

Luca sighed with relief. Fortunately, Cristian really didn't want to do that. 

 

Luca squeezed the towel and handed it to him. Cristian stepped forward and put the clean towel next to 

her cheeks and gently stroked and dried her. Serena probably did not feel comfortable and raised her 

hand to move the towel, muttering, "Don't touch me..." 

 

Cristian paused for a moment, but continued. 

 

Serena murmured and raised her hand again, but Cristian scolded her, "If you move again, I'll throw you 

out." 

 

Luca: He scared people every time! 

 

But this trick was useful for Serena in this moment. After being scolded by Cristian, she did not move at 

all, lying down obediently. 

 

Time passed, but Cristian's movement suddenly stopped. He frowned and looked at the woman on the 

bed. 

 

What was going on? 



 

Luca saw that Cristian's expression was strange, and he followed his sight by resting his gaze on her. 

 

He saw that Serena began to cry. 

 

Crystal tears slid from the corners of her eyes at a fairly high speed, soaking the pillow in the blink of an 

eye. 

 

What...was going on! 

 

"Why?" Said the tearful woman suddenly in a low voice. 

 

"Mom...I too...am your daughter..." 


